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**For Case to come in and offer us brand new tractors at basically no cost is so good I don’t even know how to put a dollar value on it. It is like our prayers have been answered.**

Think of a time of frustration with an old machine. Maybe it was a washing machine in constant need of repair and a few good kicks to get it running. Maybe a lawn mower that had to be worked on all day just to get it started. Agricultural researchers at Texas Tech University felt these same frustrations when dealing with old equipment used for research. However, in times of budget constraints, replacing old equipment is difficult. Texas Tech is located in the heart of agriculture, providing a unique opportunity to conduct vital research that impacts the agriculture industry worldwide. However, research projects are constantly hindered by outdated equipment that university research farm employees currently operate. Case IH and Texas Tech have formed a partnership to open vast new opportunities in the field of agriculture research.

Norman Hopper, Executive Associate Dean in the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, found out about the Case IH University program while speaking with a colleague from West Texas A&M University. He was told about a program in which Case IH, as a company, and Heritage Equipment will supply Case IH Magnum tractors, several utility tractors, a few Case IH Scout utility vehicles, and a skid steer. This equipment is valued at over a quarter of a million dollars. Heritage Equipment, which is the local Case IH dealer, will supply Texas Tech with the equipment and tractors.

Russell Solomon, the West Texas territory sales manager for Case IH, said he is eager to see how these tractors will benefit research at Texas Tech. “A lot of tractors the guys are running out there now are 20 to 30 years old,” Solomon said. “It’s a nightmare to get them going. They may have to work on it all day just to get it out to the field.”

Research farm manager, Steve Oswalt, is thrilled with the new opportunity. “For Case to come in and offer us brand-new tractors at basically no cost to the department is so good I don’t even know how to put a dollar value on it,” Oswalt said. “It is like our prayers have been answered.”

The Quaker Avenue farm is a 120-acre farm and really cannot justify buying a $200,000 tractor, Solomon said. A typical farmer who is going to buy a $200,000 tractor is going to operate that tractor on anywhere from 1,000 to 2,000 acres. According to David Braune, owner of Heritage Equipment, the Case IH equipment will include two Case IH Magnum tractors, several utility tractors, a few Case IH Scout utility vehicles, and a skid steer. This equipment is valued at over a quarter of a million dollars. Heritage Equipment, which is the local Case IH dealer, will supply Texas Tech with the equipment and tractors.

“Case IH, as a company, and Heritage, as a local dealer, will benefit from the exposure of Texas Tech running its equipment. “Case is in the process of trying to make their dealers more visible,” Oswalt said. “To show in a place that is very visible, like Texas Tech, will allow Case IH to get some of their products out and increase their market share.”

Challenges

Heritage Equipment will also be able to use Texas Tech research farms to demonstrate its equipment during field days. “It’s a win-win situation for both Texas Tech and Case,” Hopper said. “We get the use of a brand-new tractor without having to buy it, and Case IH will get exposure and advertisement.”

Researchers and farms managers at Texas Tech are elated about the opportunity to receive new equipment and give their old equipment the boot. Case IH’s generosity has spread smiles across many faces and brought comfort in knowing the farms now have reliable equipment. Because of the opportunity presented by Case IH, Texas Tech can continue to be a research leader for years to come.